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recent classic spotlight about the pioneering work of Julius
Adler, which marked the beginning of the molecular era of
bacterial chemotaxis (1), was written by John (Sandy) Parkinson,
who became interested in bacterial chemotaxis during his postdoctoral studies in Adler’s lab. At that time, little was known about
either the biochemistry or the genetics of this amazing form of
bacterial behavior. A 1967 Journal of Bacteriology (JB) paper by
John B. Armstrong, Adler, and Margaret M. Dahl (2) described
three classes of Escherichia coli chemotaxis mutants: cheA, cheB,
and cheC mutants. Sandy Parkinson began his own work on
the genetics of chemotaxis by isolating and analyzing nearly 200
independent mutants exhibiting aberrant behavior on soft agar
“swarm” plates. He reported specific phenotypes of cheA and cheB
mutants, showed that cheC mutants represented special alleles of a
flagellar gene, and identified another chemotaxis gene, cheD, in his
first JB paper on the subject (3). Meticulous genetic experiments
and construction of deletion mutants in Parkinson’s lab produced
a constellation of JB papers (4–8) that showed that cheA mutants
defined two genes (now known as cheA and cheW), cheB mutants
defined four genes (now known as cheR, cheB, cheY, and cheZ),
and cheD mutants represented special alleles of the serine chemoreceptor gene tsr (9). That work, along with complementary efforts from Mel Simon’s lab (10, 11), led to our current understanding of the organization and roles of chemotaxis genes in E.
coli. Well, almost. . .
The last component of the E. coli chemosensory machinery
escaped identification until the complete genome sequence was
generated a decade later. Bioinformatician Ken Rudd, who identified a gene homologous to previously known E. coli chemoreceptor genes in the newly published genome, teamed up with— guess
who?—Sandy Parkinson in order to reveal the function of the
orf506 product: a chemoreceptor for aerotaxis, Aer. The identification of the last chemotaxis gene in E. coli was published (12) . . .
guess where?

